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Abstract

1.1

Mobile Computing is a new emerging computing
paradigm of the future. D a t a Management in
this paradigm poses many challenging probl~m.~
to the database community. In this paper we identify these new challenges and plan to investigate
their technical significance. New research problems include management of location dependent
data, wireless data broadcasting, disconnection
management and energy efficient data access.

The Personal Communication Network (PCN) of
the future will provide a wide variety of information (voice, data, multi-media) services to users
regardless of their location. General architecture
of such network is still very much under debate
but it is clear that it will include and extend existing infrastructure such as: the celF~'~ (future
microcellular) architecture (Analog and Digital
cellular phones) capable of providing voice and
data services to users with hand held phones, the
wireless LAN; a traditional LAN (e.g., ethernet)
extended with a wireless interface to service small
low powered portable terminals capable of wireless access, specialized service oriented architectures such as those providing data broadcasting
over unused portions of radio FM, private wireless data networks, or satellite services (paging)
for users with special terminals. Some services or
applications may use more than one wireless infrastructure (e.g., e-mail using the cellular to the
internet and then to the wireless LAN and vice
versa).
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Introduction

The rapidly expanding technology of cellular communications, wireless L/k_N, wireless d a t a networks, and satellite services will give mobile users
capability of accessing information anywhere and
anytime. In the near future, tens of millions
of users will carry a portable (palmtop, laptop)
computer (often called personal digital assistant
(PDA) or personal communicator) with wireless
connection to a worldwide information network.
Coming years will most likely be the decade of
mobile or nomadic computing.
This vision poses new challenging problems to
the database commlmity. How is the mobility of
users going to affect data distribution, query processing and transaction processing? W h a t is the
role of wireless digital medillrn in the distribution
of information? How to query data broadcasted
over the wireless? What is the influence of |irn~ted
battery life on data access from a mobile palmtop
terminal?
The purpose of this paper is to investigate answers to these questions and identify which of
thera ~ro technically the most challenging.
Below we briefly present the general architecture of the future Personal Communication Network (PCN) system. We follow then with a summary of the major research problems that need to
be explored in this context.
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1.2

General Architectures

Research Objectives

We have categorized research challenges in data
management for mobile wireless computing into
roughly four orthogonal categories:
1. Mobility
2. Disconnection
3. New Data Access Modes
4. Scale
All the above categories are n]rnost completely
orthogonal: Mobility is a behavior which can manifest over both the fixed network as well as the
wireless network. Issues such as addressing, data
replication and migration will be addressed here.
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Discomlection is another i m p o r t a n t issue: mobile terminals will be often disconnected ( s w i t d m d
off) mostly as a power saving measure. T h e m a i n
distinction between disconnection and failure is
its elective 1 nature - disconnections can be t r e a t e d
as planned failures - which can be anticipated and
prepared. There m a y be various degrees of disconnection ranging from total disconnection to weak
disconnection. Weak disconnection occurs when
a terminal is connected to the rest of the network
via low bandwidth (may be intermittent) wireless
channel.
The need for new d a t a access modes stems
from two factors: 1) the presence of the wireless
medium which can be effectively used for broadcasting large amounts of d a t a to a massive number of users and 2) the power constraints on the
palmtop which m a y lead to a different "energy
efficient" data access protocols and algorithms.
Finally, scale is another i m p o r t a n t factor - here
it refers to the massive size of the potential set
of users. Issues here cover massive distribution
of services and their organization, organization of
mediators and information brokers, general questions of knowledge representation and p a r t i t i o n of
knowledge among different objects in t h e system.
In terms of d a t a m a n a g e m e n t , we distinguish between global and local d a t a m a n a g e m e n t .
Global d a t a management deals w i t h problems at
the network level; these include locating, addressing, replicating, broadcasting etc. Local d a t a
management deals with problems at t h e end user
level or the palmtop level; these include energy
efficient d a t a access, m a n a g e m e n t o f degrees of
disconnection and query processing.
These new research problems are consequences
of the unique physical characteristics of the computing environment. In particular:

•

Power restrictions on the palmtop platform
Contributes to frequent disconnections a n d
the need for energy efficient access methods.

2
2.1

Mobility
Locating

- Research

Issues

Users

Locating users who are on the move and often to
locations which are remote from home is a challenging task. In general, it is unrealistic and unnecessary to track locations of all users all the
time. Hence, a database which stores locations
of users will often be imprecise in terms of the
exact user's location. For instance, a user's location m a y only be updated when the user crosses a
border between two different areas or zones as opposed to updates on crossing a small cell. This,
in general, will save on the number of location
updates that the moving user will have to perf o r m but will put an additional b u r d e n on the
search process if the exact location ~f-'~e user is
sought. Since, the location of a user is not completely known, search (paging) over some limited
area (zone) would have to be applied. In [4], we
d e m o n s t r a t e the effectiveness of a general search
process which is a combination of a database look
up and paging (additional communication).

Small size and weight of the portable t e r m i nals
This contributes to mobility and p o r t a b i l i t y
but puts significant restrictions on the interface through the limitations on the screen size
and keyboard

2.2

Queries
data

on

location

dependent

Examples of such queries include "where is the
nearest doctor", "find the shortest route to the
hospital" or "what is the number of taxi cabs in
the area." If the location information stored in the
database is incomplete, then in order to obtain a
precise answer, a combination of database search
and additional d a t a acquisition during the r u n
t i m e of the query will often be necessary. Therefore a new model of query answering, which ind u d e s data acquisition during the r u n time of the
query, will have to be developed. Again, [4, 7]
show some preliminary results in this direction.

Bandwidth restrictions on the wireless link
Wireless connection is a decisive factor contributing to mobility. However, b a n d w i d t h
limitations imposes severe restrictions on the
volume of data that can be transferred. Also
since the cost of broadcasting over wireless
does not depend on the n u m b e r of users, the
m e d i u m itself is well suited to provide broadcasting as a main m e t h o d for dissemination
of information.
ITerm coined by Dan Duchamp of Columbia University
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2.3

Replicating

Information

Replication is simply a way by which the system
ensures transparency for mobile users. A user who
has relocated and has been using certain files and
services at the previous location wants to have
his environment recreated at the new location. It
m a y involve just a migration of the state variables representing the ongoing process from one
machine to another, it m a y also lead to the establishment of a new replica somewhere closer
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to the new location of the user. This is particularly important if we want to maintain performance transparency, i.e., guarantee similar access
and latency times independent of location. Notice
also that the users will move in this environment
"together" with patterns of read/write activity.
In general, mobile environment requires dynamic
replication schemes[27] that will replicate d a t a on
the basis of changing "centers of activity." In general, data ~hould move closer to the active readers. If such readers relocate, then the data should
"follow them" as opposed to following less active
readers whose movement makes little difference in
the data usage pattern. Preliminary work in this
direction has been reported in [6].

3

Disconnection

- Research

Is-

sues
Mobile terminals will be frequently switched on
and off to save power or due to relocation. Apart
from total disconnection, we need to distinguish
between various degrees of connection: the weak
connection (over a low bandwidth radio channel)
and the strong connection (over the fixed network). Disconnections will have to be handled differently from failures or crashes that occurr in traditional distributed system environments. Compared to failures or crashes, disconnections are
elective in nature and can be prepared ahead of
time as a part of the disconnection protocol. Similarly, transition from a strongly connected state
to a weakly connected state may require a separate "weak disconnection" protocol. Let us now
look more closely at the features that need to be
supported by various disconnection protocols.
3.1

Cache Consistency

If the mobile user has cached a portion of the
shared database then he may request different
levels of cache consistency. While strongly connected he may afford strict consistency. On the
other hand, while weakly connection he m a y resort to a more flexible approach of weak consistency; here the cached item is a quasicopy of the
database item[2]. Each type of connection may
have a different degree of cache consistency associated with it; the weaker the connection the
"weaker" the maintainable level of consistency. In
fact, the level of consistency may be part of the
type system - as part of the protocol, the user
while checking out a database item will specify
the desired level of consistency of that d a t a item.
If the cached data is also going to be u p d a t e d
by the user, then appropriate concurrency control
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schemes are needed; especially for totally disconnected states. There are a number of possibilities
which fill the spectrum between a fully pessimistic
scheme which requires obtaining a lock for the
entire duration of disconnection and a fully optimistic scheme with no need for locks but possible
aborts upon "reintegration"[16]. For example, to
avoid a lock being taken away "forever", a variant of the pessimistic scheme in which locks (lease
locks) have only a specific duration (i.e., they are
valid only for a specific period of time) may be
useful. Further, a user may move after requesting
a lock. In this case, the server has to search for
the user when the lock is actually granted. Such
a user, can be declared to be in the lock waiting
period and be obliged to inform the server about
his position more often. This way, when the lock
is granted the server spends less effort in finding
the user. Finally, locks may be granted only for
a predefined scope of changes: for example one
could only change his account by up to 10% of its
value. Such locks may not be entirely exclusive,
other users may operate on such d a t ~ e m with
the understanding that its value carries a possible
error°

3.2

Hand Off and Recovery

What should happen when the user moves moves
or switches off in the middle of a tran-~action's
execution? One approach would be for the mobile user, before switching off, to give instructions to the local host on completing the p a r t i a l l y
executed transaction. For instance, the mobile
user may want to buy shares of A T ~ T stock if it
reaches a new high today. He may then leave his
"will" in the form of an active rule (trigger) at the
local host.
If the user wants to continue the execution of
a transaction after he has reached a new destination, then different mechanisms are necessary,
If we assume that the log can be safely stored
on the mobile that does not constitute a m a j o r
problem; however it is becoming clear that for recovery purposes it is not a good idea to store the
log of transaction on the mobile platform. Hence,
we will require that the log be stored on the local
server. In this case, as part of the move, the user
should write a record <I Have Moved> possibly
with the destination (if known) into the log. Such
a record in the log will be something less t h a n
commit but it will allow the next site to "take it
from there." In other words, when the user arrives at the new site he will continue from that
point.
Finally, wireless broadcasting seems to be a
powerful way of propagating the changes (or cache
invalidations) to a massive number of users who
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are weakly connected to the server through a wireless channel. Broadcast iIfformation could either
be actual data, invalidations, or even control information such as lock tables or logs. Depending upon the what is broadcasted, appropriate
s c h e m e s can be developed for maintaining consistency (appropriately defined) of data of a distributed system with mobile clients. Given the
rate of updates, the tradeoff is between the periodicity of broadcast and the divergence of the
cached copies that can be tolerated. The more
the inconsistency tolerated the less often the updates need to be broadcasted.
Given that client disconnections will be frequent and may be of long duration, how can wireless connectivity be used to mitigate the ill-effects
of disconnection? What kind of a transaction
model is appropriate here? For total disconnection, CODA [16] uses optimistic methods. For
weak or elective disconnection, what is the appropriate type of concurrency control scheme? With
weak connections, the cost of connection (bandwidth), power restrictions, and resources available
on the mobile will play a role in policy decisions
such as: when to invalidate, when to write-back,
how to batch requests among others. What tradeoffs in terms of resource restrictions should be
considered in deciding the above policies?

4

New
search

Access

Methods

The notion of an index "channel" providing
a directory to the information broadcasted.
User terminals will listen to the index channel to determine how to tune to the proper
information on the "data channel" selectively
without listening to the data channel (channels) all the time. This is analogous to TV or
Radio program which provides a timetable of
the program and allows us to watch, listen or
record selectively.
Analogous to the rating system, (Nielsen's
rating of the average number of households
tuned to a particular T V program) periodically decisions should be made whether to
keep broadcasting a particular piece of information or rather make it available on a "on
demand" basis. If the demand for~he particular data item drops it should no longer be
broadcasted.
W e could view broadcasting as purely passive "read only" form of communication. W e
could also envision more interactive scenarios. For example after broadcast of data
about available tickets users m a y place orders for them. The next broadcast should
then reflect in some way the new state of the
system resulting from such updates.

- Re-

Issues

New Access methods are motivated by wireless
transmission medium and by power restrictions
on the palmtop. Wireless broadcasting will provide data "in the new form" that is literally "in
the air." limitations on battery life will define a
new cost measure on the data access and consequently warrant new solutions.
4.1

viewed as another memory medium - public "air"
memory with the latency of access due to periodicity of broadcasting.
We see the following functionalities of the data
broadcasting service:

Wireless Medium

Since the cost of broadcasting over the wireless
does not depend on the number of users who are
listening, wireless m e d i u m provides an excellent
platform for broadcasting information to a massive number of users. There are several examples of queries which are asked repetitively by
huge number of users in some local area. Local traffic information, stock market data, local
sales, events, emergencies, news services are all
examples of information that would rather be
broadcasted than provided "on a demand" basis.
Broadcasting is simply much more economical in
terms of transmission costs, which is especially
important for wireless medium due to bandwidth
restrictions. Broadcasting over wireless can be

4.2

Energy
ment

Efficient

Data

Manage-

Due to a rather slow progress expected in the battery technology (in terms of the battery lifetime),
available energy on the mobile platform is going
to be one of the major resource constraint. Storage, especially non-volatile storage such as disk or
CD I~OM consumes significant amount of power.
Further, transmitting data consumes an order of
magnitude more power than just receiving data.
Hence, for a given amount of available energy, the
tradeoff is between the amount of data that can
be accessed locally and the amount of data will
that will be requested to be processed remotely
and delivered later. Another factor to consider is
the processing speed. Here again, longer the latency that can be tolerated in processing, lower
the energy consumed. Thus, processing speed,
storage cost (in terms of power), and amount of
data transmitted and received and the tolerable
latency will be factors in considering various aspects of data access and data organization.
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Here we list data management consequences of
having a restricted energy resource:
• Tradeoffs between memory and channel access: Memory consmnes power but so do
channel accesses; in particular, transmissions. From the point of view of power consnmption, for a given computation, is it better to execute the computation on the mobile client or on the fixed server. How should
data be partitioned between the client and
the server?
* The role of data compression as a power saving tool. Compressed data uses less memory and communication channel but takes
additional CPU cycles (and hence palmtop
power) to decompress. It is twice as expensive to decompress than it is to compress.
What are the tradeoffs here?
• The role of data broadcast as a "listen only"
data access mode in saving power consumption. Listening to the broadcasted data saves
power by not having to transmit requests for
data. However, the receiver needs to be "active" to listen to the broadcast. If the receiver is smart it can be tuned to become
active at the appropriate time to receive the
broadcast. How to design protocols to support this ldnd of data access?

5

rmming on the paimtops. To support future applications the lower level systems software will
have to be built first; it will handle various levels of disconnection, power management and finally provide new functionalities necessary to access broadcasted data.
The case for a wireless connection can be made
on the basis of offered flexibility and mobility.
What are the "killer" applications that depend
on flexibility and mobility? Many suggest "mail
enabled applications" such as those targeted by
Notes from LOTUS corporation. These applications will be targeted towards collaboration of
users who are on the move. Other classes of applications include local information services (local
yellow pages) which will provide a much more detailed service than that of the current telephone
yellow pages and application support for the mobile work force. And in general, mobile wireless
computing could be another added convenience
that users want. As in any revolution, the mobile computing has its enthusiasts and opponents.
Without taking sides or trying to make predictions we conclude that the concept of mobile computing offers challenges and opens new research
problems.
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